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Many people are aware of the need for education to support the
provisIon of sanitation and water. Agencies often produce
materials and then look for ways of Integrating these materIals
Into their sanitation and water programmes. However, materials
should be seen as part ofa broader education programme and
are only worth the money spent on them if they are well
conceived and part of an integrated programme of delivery.

To gain a better understanding of the nature and role of Sound
educational materials related to sanitation and water
programmes, the National Sanitation Coordinating Office (NaSCO)
commissioned this guideline document, It can be used to
evaluate existing materials and to Influence the development of
further materials. The guIdelInes are for anyone who may
commission or produce their own educational materials for a
sanitation and water programme. Typically this would be
Provincial SanitatIon Forums, sanitation coordinators, social
consultants, training agents or project managers.

Much of the informatIon In this guideline document Is drawn
from a workshop involving a group of materials developers with
extensive experience in the production of health education
materials. Members of the group were aware of the very real
constraInts of time and money faced by those working In the
sanitation and water sector. We all felt that the principles we have
generated here can be applied in contexts where few resources
are available and will help to save costly mistakes and optlmise
the use of money allocated to health education.

These guidelines should be read in conjunction with the
Communication Strategy Guidelines produced by NaSCO. The
Communication Strategy Guidelines explain how printed materials
could fit into the communication strategy which in turn fits Into
the whole project implementation programme.
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The first principle that is important when developing an education programme linked to
sanitation and water provision is to consider the overall programme and to recognise that on its
own an education programme is unlikely to promote better health in a community.

Education programmes should be seen in a broad health promotion context. The health
promotion view holds that lasting health benefits for people do not come through single
Interventions such as a one-off training course or a single educational publication. Health
benefits are felt when people live in environments that enable health. Therefore, a health
promotion strategy is a broad one.

In a health promotion approach all factors influencing health are addressed, from infrastructure
provision to economic and culturai issues. Within the health promotion view, education and
Information provision are but one strand of action that will help people to adopt healthy
practices.

ffldteridh within d supportive environment

An example of a supportive overall programme Is the
Gauteng Integrated Schools sanitation improvement

Programme, an intersectora! proçramme which alms

to upgrade water-based sanitation in schools In
Gauteng initially the education programme consisted
of the development of printed education materials for

school children on healthy practices around water and

sanitation in the schools in researching the content
and nature of these materials it became clear that

their Impact on health in schools would be minimal if

the principals, caretakers and ioc~leducation
authorities were not brought into theprogramme

Little health benefit would result if students knew

kybi it was important to keep toliets clean and to
wash their hands but the toilets were notcleaned or

maintained, principals did not know how to order

cleaning equipment ot toilet paper, and the education
department was notsuppiying these items. The

programme subsequently deveioped a hoiistlc delivery
and education programme that included all the

different piayers. This wouid make sure the students

were operating in an environment that supported

heaith rather than woiked against it.

fl~J11flT�RJflLS
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Feedback to NaSCO,
DWAF Regional and
Provincial Sanitation

Forum

Awareness creation, health
and hygiene education

Printed materials can be used here to raise
awareness of the link between sanitation and
health and to create a demand forsanitation

A number ofdifferent types of materials should~iU~be used, from simple Informatlon-gMnq booklets
to the use ofparticipatory materials to raise
discussion and interest Storyand edutainment
approaches (drama, for example) can be very
effective here One of the best approachesfor
this phase isa participatory approach that uses
interactive printed materlais. A good example of
thisis the PHASTapproach (see page 21)

Project application
and prioritisationI

iI 1
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Supervision
and

Monitoring

Project
evaluation

I Area business plan
and project
descriptions

implementing agents write the business plan but
the community isinvolved in this process Printed
materials can be useful In helping the community
to understand the future project cycleDuring this

phase
particIpatory Phase A
approaches
thatcan

Of the itemsIncluded In the budget for thisphase thecapture the
following could make use ofprinted materialsvoices of the

health and hygiene promotioncommunity
participatory health assessmentare the
trainIng of the committees

most
effective training of local builders
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Health promotion should
continue well into the
actual building phase
Printed materials such as
information booldeis are
useful toreinforce
learning done In Phase 4
information book.lets
related to the
infrastnicture provision
couldalso be considered,
for example how to build
a ViP latrine.

Again, a multifaceted education approach thatmakes use ofdifferent
educational approaches is best. Printed materlaisare not the only option,
workshops, demonstrations, drama and radio shouldalso be considered.
The training aspects ofthis phase could use simple Information booklets.
Participatory materials such as the PHAST approach (see page 21) would
be more relevant for the health assessmentand health promotion aspect
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Printed materials should nol: only be seen as part of a broader programme that includes delivery of
Infrastructure, but also as part of an integrated education strategy that includes a number of different
media and a face-to-face implementation strategy.

Education is a long-term prccess that should involve face-to-face education strategies like
participatory workshops, Child-to-Child programmes, visits by community health workers or
environmental health officers. Mass media such as radio and television also need to be considered.

Research shows that the more multifaceted an education programme Is the more effective it is. It Is
particularly Important to include a face-to-face component in any health education programme so
people can relate the information they are given to their own situation. This happens best when they
discuss the Issues presented in the education programme amongst themselves, for example In
workshops or discussion groups. Therefore, a health education programme should include much more
than printed materials.



TH� ROL� Of PRIRT�D
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Given the fact that one should be looking at a broad education
programme that includes different media it Is useful to clarify
what printed education materials can and cannot do.

Printed materials oii their own cannot change behaviour. This
is a very Important Point given the common assumptions
about education and the widespread practice of producing
materials and then assuming that ‘education’ has been done.

But materials can
- raise awareness and trigger Interest
- encourage people to think and talk about a topic
- Inform people and encourage them to seek further

information.

Printed materials are also useful when one wants to present
technical Information such as ‘how to build a pit latrine’ or
‘how to maintain a pump’. But the Information must be
presented In an accessible and non-threatening format and
style (see page 28).

On a broader level, printed materials can empower people by
building the readers’ confidence in their own ability to process
Information. This obviously Is only the case when people find
the Information readily accessible. If people cannot easily
access the Information and the publication is confusing,
people will be disempowered and lose belIef In their ability to
access the written word (see page 28).
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Research has shown that
materials that touch people at an

emotional level as well as an
informational level and that are
directly relevant and recognisabie
to the audience get closest to

infiuencing behaviour, orare

most successful in raising
awareness. in this kind of

publication the messages are
usually embedded in a stony. The

story touches people and is then

followed up with pages giving

information. The example
opposite illustrates this The

evaluation research done for this

particular story backs up this
contention
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A useful way of looking at
materials Is to see them as tools to
be used as part of an education
process rather than as an end in
themselves. Printed materials can
be tools that provoke discussion or
raise an Issue for debate. They can
be tools to mirror a process that
one wants to promote or the
action steps one wants a group to
follow (see examples opposite).

This view of materials is in line with
recent education theory that sees
education not as giving facts to
people but as construction of
meaning through social
Interaction, encounter and
dialogue. The essence of earning
Is that It takes place within the
Individual’s experience, so deep
learning happens when people
talk, discuss and relate the
publication to their own lives. Two
good examples of materlais that
are used as educational tools are
shown opposite.

~~kdsdneducdtiondItool

The story told through this comic (The Mystery of the Dangerous Drums)

is set In Alexandra where students are fighting against the dumping of
dangerous hazardous waste close to where they live This comic story

was used as part of an environmental education programme In

Sebokeng The story sen/ed as a tool to raise awareness and discussion.
The Sebokeng students read the comic story and immediately said. “Oh,
but we don’t have a problem with hazardous waste Our biggest problem

is sewage pipes that are burst, what can we do about that?” The

educator then referred the students to the places in thestory where a

process of environmental action is modelled

The Sebokeng students went on to plan an action project around the

leaking sewage pipes in their area, basing their action on the process

modelled in the comic story The printed comic story was a powerful tool
that raised awareness and presented a model that theycould follow, it is

important to note that the comic was also part of an education
programme that included support for the action group thestudents

would form.

(did ?d~~~~nedudtiondl tool

in this Enviro Picture Building Game, the game board shows a numberof

environmental problems often experienced in rural areas. The players of
the game identify and talk about the problems on the board, discuss if

they have these problems in their area and then make their own
replacement cards to show how the problems can be solved A number

of solution cards can be introduced by the facilitator to help the process
along This game has been used extensively in the environmental

education field by both aduit and youth groups in many cases it has led

to the players taking some kind of physical action in their local area

based on thesolutions they have discussed in the group. The game

IflflT�RIflLS flS TOOLS,
flOT £flDS Ifl TH�111S�LV�S

8 served as a tool to promote discussion and action
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The development of quality educational materials is a process that involves a
number of steps. A summary of these steps is given on this page and some are
described In more detail in the rest of this section. This will help you to include all
the Items in your budget (including translations and distribution) and to develop
materials that are affordable within your programme.

1. Research I
This can range from detailed participatory
research to simple focus group discussions
with potential audiences. Research can take
from one week to two months depending
on how detailed it Is. Some projects have as
much as a six month research phase. Before
Continuing with the materials development
It Is important to have gathered enough
Information from the research to be able to
answer at least the main questions In the
checklist given on pages 12 to 13. Also think
about how the publications will be
distributed. (See page 14).

Developing your message
You need to have a clear Idea of the
messages or information you want in the
publication before you begin writing or
even selecting a format. (See page 17.)

-] 3. PlannIng the disl:ribution I

I0

Itis important tC work out how your
material will be distributed before you begin
to develop the materials. Think about what
parts of the printed package will be
distributed together. Distribution Issues
often Influence the size and format of a
printed pubIlcatlDn. For exampie, if a game
Is to be distributed with an information
booklet: Can they be packaged together to
make sure they arrive together? Will they
need to be of a simliar size and shape so
they can be packaged together?

Choosing an appropriate format
Your research should have given you some
idea of the format most suited to your
audience and your broader programme.
You can choose a number of different
formats that will Complement each other.
(See page 18.)

This step will differ according to the format
of your materials. Remember to give the
writer information about the Intended
audience and their environment. At the very
least you will need to brief the writer on the
main outcomes of the research and the
messages you want to convey. An editor
often works on a book once the writer has
finished. You can bring in an editor
experienced in English as a second
language. The Importance of readable,
accessible writing is discussed on page 28,
and the issue of translating the text Into
another language Is discussed on page 29.

Once the text has been drafted, an artist can
be commissioned to draft the IllustratIons
or a photographer to take photographs. A
designer can then begin to plan the pages
and work out a style for the publication. The
pages can then be typeset and roughly iald
out - using photocopies of the pencil
artwork or photographs. It is usually best If
the artist waits until after the testing stage

6. Artwork, design and typesetting

.7
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-~ 5. Writing and editing
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before making final colour Illustrations - any
changes can be made more easily at pencil
stage. (See page 30.)

j 7. Testing draft materials I
Most publications should be tested for both
content and readability at draft stage. It Is
best to test pages that have been typeset
and roughly laid out with any pencil artwork
in place as all these features affect the
readability of the text.

-~ 8. Typesetting, scanning and film
Once the rough design and pencil artwork
has been tested and amended as necessary,
final typesetting is done. The photographs
or final artwork will need to be scanned and
positioned by the typesetter. The final page
proofs will need to be checked. The
typesetter’s disk will need to be sent to an
appropriate repro house which will produce
the film that the printer will use in the
printing process. The film should be
checked before it is sent to the printer. (If
only a small nuniber of copies of the
publication are needed It may be Cheaper to
photocopy it rather than print, in which
case you will not need to produce film - just
a very clear master copy.)

-~ 9. PrintIng I
During the research phase you should have
identified the number of copies you want to
print and distribute. The number of copies
you need will depend not only on the size of

your audience but also on how you Intend
to distribute the publication. The unit price
of a publication will go down as the print
run Increases - so think about this economy
of scale but do not print more than you can
afford to distribute. (See page 32.)

-~ 10. Distribution I
It is no good producing materials that never
get distributed and used. Distribution must
be considered when you are planning the
education programme and thinking about
how the materials are going to be used and
by whom. Make sure that the appropriate
materials are distributed at the right time -

to complement the other activities of the
education programme, for example,
workshops or mass media campaIgns. It Is
best to avoid mass, untargetted distribution
methods. Think about existing health
services or non-governmental organisations
that could help to distribute materials
through their work. For example, posters
could be displayed in health clinics,
pamphlets could be given out by
community health workers or field workers.

11. Evaluation I
The evaluation process can help to tell you
how successful your materials and the
education programme were, It can provide
useful feedback about thIngs you need to
change In the materials If they are reprinted
and ideas for making more effective
materials in the future. (See page 32.)

11
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This checklist Is for anyone wanting to develop printed education
materials. it Is useful to have worked through these Issues before you
employ a materials developer to write the materials as some of these
Issues may need research.

What is my overall strategy? Where does education fit in this? What is my education

L~~!re will printed materials fit in with this? --

] Who do I want to communicate with - exactly who is my audience? Is it older people, youth,
women, men, children, breadwinners or a mixture of these people?

What do I know about the audience? (This is perhaps one of the most important questions in
— terms of effectiveness of educational materials. The section on research on page 14 looks at

this topic in more detail.) - -
] What do I want to communicate? It is important to develop a set of clear, simple messages In

logical order before writing materials.

,J Why do I want to communicate these messages with this particular group of people - what 151
the problem I am seeking to address?

Is there an enabling environment to support these messages In thIs community? For example,
If you are promoting the building of VIP latrines: Are there agencies to support people in this

-. - task in the area?

L

1?

Are printed materials really necessary - given that materials on their own may be a waste of
time and money (especially regarding issues of behaviour change)? What can I do to optimise
the benefits of using printed materials?

Are printed materials the best tool to achieve the above? The kind of questions you need to
ask here are: Could I use the money I have set aside for printed materials to pay a person to
facilitate participatory learning workshops and maybe reach fewer people but have a greater
impact on those few people? Would this message be better passed on by a community health
worker? Should I rather spend the money on training community health workers in my area?

If you have no resources such as these to mediate materials but still feel you want to reach
people, then you need to select a format that works best unmediated.



Can I reach the people I want to? How can I get the publication to people - what distribution
network should I use?

Is there existing material that I can adapt? (See the Contacts section.)

j How much money do I have? How can I make my money spread as far as possible? Do I have

1 money for research, writing, artwork, typesetting and printing?

Can I phase this project? Rather than distributing large numbers of publications over a large
area at one time, loDk at the possibility of employing a facilitator to mediate the materials in a
number of small areas arid so spread the project over time.

B

Will the materials just be handed out or will they be mediated by a facilItator or educator?
This Is an Important: question to ask as the nature of the materials will differ. For an example
see page 18 about mediated and unmediated posters.

What is the most useful format for my purposes? For example, a poster or booklet. This
question Is related to the messages you want to put across and the distribution strategy you
adopt. For example, a booklet is a good format for technical information, a story with more
emotional weight would be better for promoting behaviour change or raising awareness. If
you are going to distribute through workshops you can choose a format like a mediated
poster.

‘1 1~
4TL~TT



The research phase Is often ignored in materials development processes but It Is
probably the most Important in terms of effectiveness of health education
materials. Careful research means your printed materials are more likely to be
accessible and relevant to the audience you want to reach.

This section highlights the main areas for research and lists key questions that
need to be answered before proceeding with the materials development, It may
sound like a long and expensive research process and It does present the Ideal,
but It is possible to get answers to many of the questions without spending a lot
of money. The research can often be undertaken by people already in the field
such as trainers or community liaison and development workers.

Res~1(hyour dudftfl(~
The following are questions you should ask about your audience:

Are the problems that you think exist the real problems? What are the additional dynamIcs around
the topic that you need to consider before deciding what the problems really are?
What are people’s pei-ceptlons of the Issue and to what extent should your education strategy

address these perceptions?

What knowledge do people have about the Issue? What experience do they have?

Are your assumptions around the ‘~suethe same as those of your target audience?

What are people~needs? You may find you have assumed their needs and discover that your
material Is not really needed at all. - —

What language do most people speak at home? Do they read better In their home language than in
English? (See page 28.)

—. What are the reading levels within your audience? - -

What are their reading habits? Are they likely to read a booklet? HOW many people would share one

H publicatIon? In manyfamilies a group reading of a publication is possible.
What other education programmes operate in the area? What are they saying? Will your messages
conflict with theirs?

Ut



R~sed1hilito (ODteXt
If we are looking at promoting a certain action or behaviour it is important to look at what stops
people acting in the way we want to promote. Often it Is the context not bad materials or ‘bad people’
that prevents people adopting healthier practices. For example, research with women in Zimbabwe
showed that they knew about HIV\AIDS and knew how to protect themselves but the balance of
power In their relationships with men was such that they could not act on the information they had.
Their social context worked against them. This information led to a change in the education strategy.

Research for context Is best done through small, focused discussions and Interviews.

R~sedrhfor duth~ntkity
The more authentic the printed materials are in terms of setting, language, metaphor and practIces
the more effective they will be. it Is obviously more Important to do research into language and local
metaphor if you are going to develop materials like comic stories than for simple information
booklets. But even in information booklets people are less intimidated if they see people like
themselves who talk like them. It is also important to show local technology, for example, hand pumps
or stand pipes, typical water containers.

To develop materials that people will Identify with you will need to consider these kinds of questions:

-[How could you includelocalauthentic language and metaphor in the text?

-~ What examples of local architecture and technology could you Illustrate or refer to in the publication?

-{ What do people In this area value? I

What Is their natural environment like? This is important to make sure the background in pIctures
looks realistic. For example, the groundwater poster on page 19 Is appropriate for a dry area but

LWOuid not work In KwaZulu-Natal or Mpumalanga.

Research for authenticity Is best done through small, focused discussions and Interviews.

15

The difference between research, testing and evaluation
The background research described above should be carried out before you develop the
concept for a publication and begin writing. Testing should take place as the material Is
developed. You can test at a pencil artwork and draft layout stage as this will allowyou to
make changes cheaply. If you are Intending to distribute widely It is a good idea to run a
pilot programme, i.e. use the material in a small sample area before printing thousands of
copies. Evaluation research is discussed on page 32.



R~s~irhinto lo~Imetaphor
Taking time to find oLit what local metaphors exist can result in some
powerful educational materials. This is illustrated by the successful voter
education poster carrpaign that was developed and used nationally by
IDASA in the 1994 elections. The research was carried out in a contained
and cost effective way. A group of rural women from different areas were
brought together for two days. Together they discussed pictures that
would communicate l;he messages the materials developers wanted to
convey. For example, the women were asked to find an image for the idea
that your vote is secret. They suggested a picture of a pregnant woman.
No one knows that b2lby until it is born - it is secret just like your vote.

The evaluation showed that rural women all over the country related to
this metaphor. These posters are another example of mediated posters.
They were mediated In voter education workshops. To a certain extent,
however, they do communicate on their own.
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D�V�LOPIflGYOUR ffl�SSflG�
It Is Important to be clear about what you want
your publication to achieve, I.e. what your
objectives are. Some educatlonalists are critical
of the Idea of targeting messages at people.
The point they make is a valid one. We need to
be aware that people’s behaviour Is motivated
by their own sense, reason and context. We
need to be aware of what this context is and
take It into account. People will not ‘hear’ a
message If they have not had the opportunity to
grapple wIth It and relate It to their own
circumstances. Here are some key points that
apply when thinkIng about what you want a
publication to say.

i~ved (ledi s~tof k~t~ided~
Many publications do not have a clear set of
Ideas in a logical order. Before writing begins
you should list, In a logical order, the key Ideas
that you want to communicate. Use this as a
checklist and refer to it throughout the
production of the publication. Ask yourself: Are
my key Ideas still clear?

1Ind~rstdnd‘jour ~udiene
Publications sometimes put across the wrong
messages because the materials developers do
not understand the field well enough. It is
Important to do careful research with experts to
develop the correct messages. In the water,
sanitation and health field issues are often far
more complex than Is generally realised. To give
what may seem to be a ‘correct’ message,
without taking Into account the context within
whIch people live, can create more problems
than It solves. An example of this is to promote
the oral rehydration solution (ORS) without
beIng aware of some of the problems
surrounding ORS. For example, people having
difficulty making up the recipe, people seeing it

as ‘medicine’ and assuming that
one dose will cure the child,
people not understanding
dehydration or the need to
continue feeding the child. The
alternative remedy of using the
water remaining after vegetables or mealles
have been boiled may be overlooked.

~euj~reof unintentiondl
mess~e~
It Is very easy to promote unintended messages
which can sometimes cause offence or defeat
the whole purpose of your education
programme. For example, in a major campaign
to promote awareness of groundwater
pollution, a narrow focus on groundwater led to
an unintended message that VIP toilets were
bad. This could have done major harm to
another campaign to promote the VIP as a safer
type of pit latrine. If you are aware of such
problems you can take steps to avoid them.

avoid mdkin~~impIisti(
urn pt ion~

By making simplistic assumptIons one can
sometimes imply that people are to blame for
their problems. For example, if one doesn’t
present the socio-political context in which
people live it could be easy to imply that
children die from diarrhoea because the mother
does not care or was ignorant.

Undertaking careful research before you begin
developing the publications and testing the
materials before they are flnalised can help to
pick up, and correct, unintended messages, false
assumptions and misrepresentations. ‘I



(~OOSIflGTH� B�ST
fORififiT fOR YOUR PURPOS�S
Once you have developed an education programme and decided how the
education materials are going to work within it, you need to decide what kind of
materials would be best suited to the programme. The following section will help
you to decide. It looks at different kinds of educational materials, the
circumstances In which each works best and highlights key things to keep In mind
if you select a certain format.

Posters
~ ‘M1~A ‘~TT~T?FP -,

~ ~ 4-4~4-~7’~4 “~et1,-

This kind of poster usually relies on one powerful visual image. It should have
one simple message.

Do not overestimate what this kind of poster can do. It Is useful for raising
awareness of, popularising or reaffirming a single message. It is most useful
when It encourages people to seek more information. Posters of this sort are
generally not an effective way of putting across more complex information.
For example, they should not be used for explaining the steps involved In a

— process such as building a VIP latrine (a booklet Is a better format for this as
it can be taken home and referred to again and again).

Single-message posters work best as part ofa broader education programme
In which they are used at the mass media level to raise an issue in people’s
minds. The Issue should then be dealt with in follow-up face-to-face
education and/or In media such as community radio.

If you decide to produce a poster of this sort, one crucial question you need
to ask Is: Do I have somewhere to display the poster so it will raise the issue
In peoples’ minds and get them talking about it?

~ N rIrrrrrv”r~-’s‘fliF - -E U~ ‘~‘~ ~

This type of poster Is designed to be a participatory education tool. It would
form part of a broader education process and would need to be used in small
groups or workshops. An interactive poster needs to be mediated and so you
will need to either 1:rain medIators or produce a teacher’s or facilitator’s
guide to show people how to use the poster as a participatory tool.
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~iS(USSiOflposters
On the opposite page

you will see two posters
designed for use in small

groups to promote

discussion. The
groundwater poster has a

detailed picture and one

discussion question, it is
designed to be used by

teachers with small
groups of children in a

classroom The second
poster shows the

different ways in which
diarrhoeai disease can be

spread It is designed to

encourage the group to
talk about possible

interventions that stop

the spread of disease.
More details about the

disease cycle and the
piace in the cycle where

the interventions would
be most effective are

given on the back of the
poster for the facilitator’s

reference

c



(One of a series of three posters about
groundwater and our heaith, Department of Water
Affairs and Forestry, The Mvuia Itust and

ciacherty & Associates, 1998.)

(Poster produced by soui city) 19



(ornis
More and more people are usIng comic nowadays as they think if words are In comic
form they are easier to read. This Is not necessarily the case. Many comics are just
Information given in talking-head form. The Information In this type of comic could
be communicated more accessibly in simple, illustrated text.

Comic is most useful when It is used to its full
potential. Comic can provide a strong visual point of

-- 1 communication. It can show context and environment
-~‘- and In this way create a link to the reader. The reader

will be able to say: “The people in this publication live
in a place like me, perhaps they also experience the
problems I have.”

Comic Is most useful when it employs story. Story is a
powerful educational tool. Realistic stories can carry a

great deal of emotional weight and can Impact on
people (see page 6). In stories you can present

multiple voices, I.e. you can put across the
complexities of an issue. This Is useful if you want the
publication to reflect the real situation and problems
people face. The story allows people to hear their
voice In a publication, recognise their lives and to
grapple with Issues that are real to them in a way that
Is not didactic.

Comic, like other interactive learning materials, can be
used as a tool to encourage people to raise issues for

debate and promote change at a fundamentally
deeper level than If the facts were presented to them
(see page 8). EvaluatIons of comic publications have
shown that they can be effective with all ages but

comic for older audiences needs careful framing. You
need to understand your audience well before

choosing this medium.

)



Other pdrti(ipdtory rndteridls
Many participatory education approaches use printed materials as part of their education programme.
Posters and comic stories can be used as Interactive, participatory materials, as discussed in the
previous section, but there are other materials that can be used. Usually these are localised, simple
drawings that are used In interactive activities that encourage talk and group decision-making.

These participatory approaches stimulate participation of women, men and children In the
development process. They usually use trained fleIdworkers who work with small groups in an
intensive discussIon and decIsion-making process. Such an approach can form part of a wider strategy
to encourage community involvement and participation in sanitation and water projects.

PHAST

There are many participatory tools
developed especially for sanitation and
water programmes. Some very good
resource materials have been developed
through Participatory Hygiene
Awareness SanItation Transformation
(PHAST). A kit Is available that includes
picture cards and other tools for a
variety of activities that can be adapted
for use in sanitation and water projects
(see contacts page). Some agencies in
South Africa are exploring the PHAST
approach. If you have fleldwDrkers at
your disposal and have time for a small
group, Intensive process It viouid be
worth exploring this approach as it has
proved to be particularly successful in
promoting discussion and action around
sanItation (contact the Mvula Trust for
more Information).

The following tools have been extensively tested and are worth exploring as part of a health education
programme around sanitation and water.

—‘-~ ~— r



~MATERIALS FOR MONITORING WATER OUAL1TY

The environmental education sector has
led the field for a number ofyears In the
production of simple scientific tools that
can be used to raise awareness around
water, sanitation and health. The materials
are sound educationally as they are tools
that raise awareness and promote
dIscussion. The E. coil test kit Is
particularly powerful as It demonstrates
the presence of the ‘Invisible’ germs In
water polluted by human waste, It has
been used successfully with community
members In a number of rural water
education programmes.

Games can he a usefui learning tool for children and adults. They can make learning fun and promote
discussion. Games can take many forms, for example a board game or a list of rules for a game that

can be played with objects from the learners’ own environment.

If a game Is to be effi~ctiveIt needs to be developed by a materials developer skilled in this format, It
also needs to be followed up by discussion and other educational Input, The ChoIce Game, developed

for youth to encourage discussion around significant life choices, Is a good example of an Interactive
board game that Is designed to raise discussion (see opposite).

A good game should invite meaningful participation and be relevant to the personal Interests of the
participants. It needs to have clearly defined rules. A game that promotes development should give
people the opportunity and the vocabulary for speaking about the problems they face, It should also
provide an opportunIty to experiment and practise real situations, without having to risk real
consequences. A good game should reflect reality but in a way that Is not too threatening. For
example, the Choice Game (see opposite) which was developed as part of a sexuality education
programme exaggerates certain real-life situations, creating caricatures so that It is not
embarrassingly personal.

Like the interactive poster, games work best as part of an education package. They need to be backed
up with supplementary information and additional learning experiences,

GAMES
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(The board for the Choice Game, developed by The Storyteiler Group.)
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(From Wa~erAudll.How your school can be

water wise, the Nationai Water Conservation
Campaign and Jacana Education, 1997.)

)

II(tiVjt~sheets ~ndresoure books
Activity sheets, such as those shown below, are another form of printed
education material that Is often used In the sanitation and water sector. These are
especially useful in the school context. The activitysheets encourage interactive
learning by Presenting learners With activities they can do to learn about the
topic and space for them to record their observations and findings, This
methodology Is particularly suited to the new school curriculum which
encourages independent learning.-.1

P.frt~1~a d.rj cOU~ Y pe~)�eInSO’~ P~c~do notb~
~ c1~X~W~I~ManY pIaCe~tttSouthAfricado not~etmud~tali’

nitidi ram ixtd~~~

-~ (From Spider’s Place: The Secret Pool,

The Handspring Trust,)

—
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The Student resource book is another form Of information booklet that is Suited to the Schooi
Situation it presents In formation in an exciting mixed media format an~gives activities for the
Students to expiore the topic on their own

A ruin concert

Here’sanothersongshouteasn

Mine Lena

~a:~~!’ be__________ *
In’ a — 5(lsn’ e’-lis

iniSkSitS,sa~thrnd. ~m i_a’, shirt,~n ‘testsSt.’,.’.
dsii’ned tedwia” —‘~a~~’iris? ~ isa,. repro

ttrom peasaWeloberg,HegMj Children, RavanPress

Slag thesongtogetherThenhavea rain concert
v Planyourrantconcerttogether
a Startby coliecungsongs,stories,dancesandpoensa

shoutrain.Thik to yourparentsandgeandparenta
Maybetheylusowsomesong.and ~iOeitti Thl~to
peoplewho speakotherlanguagesAsk a music
reacherto helpyou.

v Planyourprogramme
v Invitepeopletoyour concert
v Dat~tbeautifuldckernorprogrammesto letpeople

knowthat yasirconcertIs aboutrain

MakeInauumeistsIbeyourrain cnncerm.You muuse
waterto unkethem Thepiou~on this ~~jlee you
~e Ideas.

Where did thedroplets~ -

theairaround thecold object.

~ Condensation

I We havelearnedthat watero In theair all around us Its a gas calledwatersapera-‘When a cold object like a oulk bottlecausestheair nextto It to getcold, thewater vapourparticlesIn theair siartjotnlngtogether to makesmall dropleu ofwater on thecold bottle Thedmpleu getbig enoughfor into seelYhea you breathed onto a piece
of glassyou sowsonicwater droplets-The watervapourin your breath
changedinto liquid water This changefrom agasstateto aliquid
stateis calledeondeneauen -

Condeosadusstakes plare when
water droplets Form an cold objects or S
whenwannair blowsunto a enlde, Dew ithe wetnessthetyou Intl
ol~ect onthe grassIn themornings)

Condenvaooncasevenhappen isn’t rain that fell duringthe
whenpro blow warns air from your night Ii’s walervapourthat has
mouth into cold air You can see condensedonto the grassCan

— this~onscold day WhatyouseeIs you esplairhow thlshspçtrss?
a mist tifletysmall wacodroplets ________________________
Ia (tour of your lace,

L42J_ p

L 1411fl and the water cycle
~ f~s~a~t~ ~ 9 Tlwdryand Imsvtslble waistvapour

— —‘-‘-aahacteuthThadrupteb— tdawnbeuarltwtjwaI

6 A rain song

Xhosachildrensing this
songwhenthey nniand
slideIn thepuddles when it

t

Chenkce,mianjane,
sbentwens
beyavuma

Run,little stream,
the children are

Coming down: water vapour
condenses

I Discuss with a pui-ttsetwhi the boy’s glassesare misty

Th47’,
Makeyottr own mist!

1 Carsglassbottleoruseswindow Slow on theglass
~-‘-“~- 5Qttle orwintlcuewith yourmouthwideopen

2 What hd~lthtns?Talk unit lIds In group,

- ~- Notmake some water droplets

1 Getsomwtvngthetisixild horn thefudge oi freezar
2 Dry itcarefullyandputit dawn Are you sure it’s dry?
~ Watch thecold ob(ecttoes while Whathsppensr

Z’I 4 drapes

obtain wio4er~

ebbs 4*5 sb&4I it., I obeSE Cold.. ..C.

S -‘.

You arevery thirstyandtheonly water
youcan getn in a muddypuititle

Your task is to makethedirty water
cleanenough todtint UsetheIdeas
m this picture to getdeanwaterfrom
yodrinuddywater

In your ctaaswostbook draws
picture ofwhat you madeto clean
yasirwater On your picture,label
where esaporatioun happening
Labelwhen cundeosaunnis
happening

ac-a,eta,~ ~‘ ~

502att cal503 acs.aCZAc3.

(From Science Spectrum Grade 5, Maskew Miller Long~~~Ltd. 1999,~ 25



P~mph I ~t s
A pamphlet Is used here to refer to a short, printed handout that Is usually not
more than four pages long.

The advantage of a pamphlet is that It can be produced cheaply. The disadvantage
Is that they may not hold real value for people, especially if they are handed out
freely and so seem to be like Junk mail. Like a single-message poster, pamphlets are
most useful when used to raIse an issue in people’s mInds.

Pamphlets need to create Immediate Interest. They are most effective If the
message Is clear and If the Illustrations and text work together In a clear, eye-
catchIng design. There should not be too much text on a pamphlet. They must
follow the principles of readability mentioned on page 28.

As with a poster It Is important to think about where the pamphlet will be handed
out. Pamphlets work best when people’s interest has been aroused and they want
to know more. A pamphlet that gives further information after an event such as a
workshop or a drama presentation, is a useful tool as it gives people something to

refer to and to share with other people after they have gone home.

4~. The followIng are examples of simple, readable pamphlets.

This pamphlet _____________
Is an example

of a locally
specific
pamphlet made

by the local

health

committee.
Locally produced

materials of this
nature are more

likely to be read
than those
produced for a

mass audience.

/
L

(P
~

j~~rr~kts i_sgi~
~ ~n~ tiboui --

- te.Youbave~~L T - _______ —

_____ - cettl~
~
~ thewth~ -

—~=4iosubnutev1derEetosu rtyOur s1oz~suthasa~kaI
_________________ er ocumen(~

- pF~ot~n~ hecutcomeoli& heann& — —
Anything you say about thensashouldbe sfrmctly confidential
No oneelseshouldbe told without yourpeniussion.Your en~ployer
shouldmakesure you get anycounsellingor other ~nttaoa1
~ippoit you need. -

I~,,afrc4d-

~f —

p.-

(From the Mfulenl Community

Environmental Health Programme, run by

the Eivlronmental Unit, Peninsula
Techrilkon, Cape Town, In partnership

with ifle Nceduluntu Environmental

Development Project (NEDEP))

~bu a~bob’, be~fl
an cppo.’lwatyta tell

~our~ of the elop
1~

(From Sexual Harassment In the Workplace, Sexual

Harassment Education Project (SHEP) and Clacherty

and Associates)



T~(hni(dIiofolmdtion booklets
Printed materials can be very useful when you want to
communicate a set of technical Instructions or steps In a
process. Like any other publication, an Information booklet
must be accessible and readable. Extra care needs to be
taken to ensure this In a booklet that provides technical
information.

It is always Important to test the publication before you
print it, particularly any technical drawings such as cut-
aways, exploded views, or Isometric views. It Is also helpful
to employ an adult literacy expert when developing a
technIcal booklet.

A good example o~a clear, Illustrated Information text Is
given below.

-~ -.-- ~ _________
~ P~jjjiHousi ----- he House

- -~ - ~- ,~ .•- ~ ~ -~ ~ ~the pmip ha~aasassd asdayai~~ Theywill be rapi.-
to the (uSer.wthjausplas~e~whid, &e up te Ioda~”~ -

- ~‘ ~ -~ ~ ~ — ~ rr~ zds~b~Ji,Iiba’glb~Ibexww p~anphaeaasas,draab,ad.I___ — S ‘ ~ a•~~ - - - ~th~T- ~ w~ldpgwS!U an oldp~m~lUaN~~. &l~ildby as
aspowible to lasap ashasbehasasaM~&

The Ara arotijd the Pianp House
~

~ ~‘~lI- ~ ~“~° Wl~thI laserasmtoa,as,at all 11tharas- — —
~ hans lisa 1il& In good as~iira,You d,ocildmake________ ..aser tbe gasaamdcewiand tockadand that ito animalsus in-

- - -- — - - - - ~a Myou would tire to piant ~e vegotatemm tout toem____ ~_____ ____ 1*u

g~~r vwhlat.irai —

- _~Vtibeh•1thetoP -
,,ben wias

~,-u ~ •i taut do out nit ck,wn
Ii lasIp pniteil thesalt

- _

(From Handbook for Village Water Supply Operators, Unified Local Government Service Botswana)



UJRITIflG flflD �DITIflG
Any publication for readers who use English as a second language should take Into account the
following principles:

Helping people to chooseaffordable options is a difficult process Here arethree
approachesthat other facilitators haxe found usefulduringthisphase

An urban planning workahop

It helpsif people understand thai theyarenotJust building housesbut creating
their own hvtng environnientThey can make choices about road layouts, street

lights and other servicesAn urbanplanningworkshop helps people to
understand this Idea

fin ourworkshopparticipants dMded~ -

into smafi groups in the groups they
discussed andreourciarl on rrowspriril, a

slsksiof what thaywacld Ikeihuir urban -

aiwiramnentto be lice inlisa orten
yearnlime Eachgroupth0n~tiscilb~
their slsI~10 the other groups Whal -

became clearduring thin dlscusinon
Wan that urban daneloproenl means
morn than just houses- ~lnduci5$aeclal
and ecor,onlsc issues and other forrrm of
lend-use Ice shops, factories,schools
and playgroieidn

Youneed to cinpliasiseflail deciewrrs
An exerciselike this canlead into a ,iade now comet be undone lalee
discussionobout urbandevelopment As one Jiicthtafor said “You cannel
The box on fIns page will help you to chas,~rifs, In-cad once you have pat
explainwhat urbandevelopment is ike dough in theoven” - -

~usfly includes the following. — - -

- E kei~el~11kewatro supply, roads and drali~age

if H
~ans~,1s,p1aldsadmarkets -1
~ s~fffiirdi -

- - -- -

~s~cfriiies -~ —

ese~fli~e$a~ls~
~opthan[that happens us an urbansettlemanc Urbandevelopmentshouldbe the creatIon~

.~

~,~~1lIa ‘#

• Be aware of the language level of your audience and write for this.
• Make every word count. There should not be any superfluous words.
• Work from the known to the unknown, i.e. start by referring to things people

know and only acid your new information after this.
• Give concrete examples related to people’s experiences.
• Include questions and answers. These give people time to stop and think about

the Information, prepare them for what is coming next, and can prompt them
to consider alternative solutions suited to their own situation.

• Use short sentences.
• Use direct speech (use of the passive voice should be avoided).
• Avoid sentences with parentheses.
• Make sure the style and presentation of the book Is not intimidating - make the

book look attractive and inviting to a reader.

Accessibility is not just a question of
simple English. It is about making the
whole page readable, it Involves
Integrating the illustrations with the
text. Illustrations should not just be
pretty pictures but should help
readers understand the text. The
design of the page is also critical - it
should be unobtrusive and aid
readability. It should be very clear
what text on the page should be read

first. An example of a clear, accessible
page layout is shown opposite.

The Legal Education Action Project
(LEAP) has an excellent book called
How to Use Plain Language. It is
available from LEAP, P0 Box 13204,
Mowbray 7705. Tel (021) 448-5524 Fax
(021) 448-5648.

(From Community Based
Housing. A facilitators

gUide, CUSSP/USAID, 1997). ~j~Pm~yEFoanutIton —----— --- -,-

-- ~‘~—-‘-~i- :-~~ ~--- ~~Li



With so many languages In South Africa It can be difficult to decide whether or not to make
translations. Here are some Ideas to keep In mind. Simple English Is often more easily understood than
other languages. in urban areas especially, people are often more able to read English than their
mother tongue or their reading of English is just as good as their reading of their mother tongue.
Readers often prefer to read in English (because this is a good’ thing) even when this Is not the most
accessible language for them. In rural areas, however, the situation may be different.

Sometimes It Is necessary
to translate. if you do, be
very careful that you get
the correct local
translation. For example,
Zulu speakers in Soweto do
not speak the same Zulu as
people in deep rural
KwaZuiu-Natal. It is
Important to be very clear
about your audience and
which language Is
appropriate. it Is often
necessary to ask a
professional translator to
do the Initial translation
and then get this checked
by local experts.

If you are going to
translate you need to make
the decision early on as
your production process
will need to take this Into
account. For example, it Is
possible to make overlays
for speech bubbles In a
comic so the artwork can
stay the same and the
language can change. Keep
in mind that most
languages take up more
space than English so leave
space in your artwork and
design If you are going to
translate.

____/L~_~ iwidi
,cod~~,-k.uhjian,, Jo ~-.

ohjoJo~~~kungcoiIoaL~ ,~mIbuz~kodwaiak.kho
~zir4k, z,~n

5a3a~e- LI noyd~ lwborw onaniI.
~ nq~r~a uk,rthluy.na ongGolINa

~ amafaiJot

(From Sharp, Sharp, ban gane bakacugu’, a comic produced as
part of the Project for Heaith And Sanitation Education

(PHASE), by the Engiish Language Educationai Trust, 1998)
)
L



ILLU~TRflTIOflS
illustrations are an important part of any publication. They can play a
motivational role and so encourage the reader to keep reading. They
break the text and can reinforce the meaning or explain it. They also
allow people to Identify with the publication, particularly if they present
authentic visual situations.

You will need to decide whether you are going to use photographs or
drawings or a mixture of both. There is no clear answer about whIch is
better. Photographs give a sense of reality but they cannot be easily
manipulated. You cart show anything you want in a piece of artwork and
manipulate your drawing to get across a particular point.

Make sure the Illustrations adequately reflect all the different people
you want the publication to speak to, for example Include women,
youth and aid people if you want them to learn from the publication.

Always be gender and race sensitive and be aware of stereotypes. Be
aware that pictures carry their own messages. You can exploit this fact if
you are aware of It but if you are not aware of this your illustrations
could contradict your message and pass on wrong messages.

Illustrations should not be too complex and cluttered unless they form
part of a game where children find and Identify things in a big, complex
pIcture.

In your testing of the materials test for visual literacy. Ask people what
they see in the picture. This is particularly important if you have
technical drawings.

Make sure the technical details in your Illustrations are correct. For
example, your Illustrations should reflect best practice in terms of
desIgn of taps, stands and latrine design.

You will need to make decisions about the style of Illustration you use,
for example, do you want a realistic style or a caricatured style? Your
decision shouid be based on your message and your audience. Examples
of two very different styles, each suited to the audience the publication
Is for, are shown opposite.

30

(omk illustrdtions
These characters are part

of a water education

programme for pr/mar,’
school children They

encourage children to
have fun and explore

the way water Is used

around them. They are
caricatured and funny.

Post~is
This Illustration is taken
from a water education

programme for rural
women. A realistic and

sympathetic style was

chosen in order to help
the women relate closely

to the drawings



(Produced by Peter Esterh~rysen,Aiastalr Findiay and Clacherty & Associates.)

(One of a set of posters produced for a ~!uraiAdvice Centre proQramme.)
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Be aware of economies of scale. The unit cost of printing decreases as the print
run (number of copies printed) increases. Print runs of less than 500 are not
usually very cost effective, but once the print run gets into the thousands the
unitcost comes down considerably. Of course It is not a good Idea to print 10
000 copIes If you cannot distribute all of them! For very small print runs consider
the option of photocopying.

The following factors influence the printing cost of a publication:

Colour: The reproductIon and printing costs will be higher for a four colour publication than a one or
two colour publication. Effective designs can be achieved with one or two colours. For example, this
booklet uses a two colour design. The use of tints and coloured paper can help to make a one colour
publicatIon more Interesting. __________________________________________________

Paper: A major cost In any print job is paper. When getting quotations from a printer ask for prices on
two or three different types of paper and ask them to send you samples of the paper they quoted o~j

~

Do not skimp on the research and testing phase. Produce a one or two colour book rather than a full
4 colour book and use the money you have saved on research and trialing your material.

£VflLUflTIOfl
Educational evaluation Is a field In Its own right and Is best left to specialists.
Nevertheless it Is important to make sure that some evaluation of your education
programme takes place. This section gives you some Idea of what needs to be
considered.

Generally an evaluation will go back to the original objectives of a project and test how well these
objectives have been met. This means your objectives should have been clearly spelt out before you
started. Keep records of relevant information as the project progresses to help you answer questions
such as:
• Were the materials distributed as you had planned?
• Who used the materials?
• How and when were the materials used?
• Are there any observable signs that action Is being taken to address Issues dealt with in the

materials (for example placing water and soap for handwashing outside toilets)?
Measuring actual Improvements in health Is a complex task and one that may only become apparent In
the long term. What is more easily looked at are physical improvements In sanitation infrastructure or
clinic records and qualitative responses from participants.

3?

Format and number of pages: Cost effective publication lengths are usually in multiples of eight pages.
if In doubt, ask your printer for advice on the most cost effective format (page size) and page number
for your publication.
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Some of the educational mater~aisillustrated in these guicleilnes are available from the organisations listed beio~
They are just some of the orgar~isationsthat produce educational materlais suitabie for use in sanitation and wa
programmes. For a more comp~ehensivelist of resources contact NaSCO, The Mvula Trust or clacherty & Associal
for a copy of the Water and Sanitation RelatedHealth and Hygiene Education Resource List (first
produced by the Health Educat~onand Awareness Task Team (HEATT). NaSCO aiso has various pu~
information available on sanitat~on.

P0 Box 1290, Houghton 2041
Tel: (011) 728-7440 __________6th Floor, 74 Atiwal Street
Produce the comic Nonceba’s

Durban 4001 Tel: (021) 46214
Tel: (031) 332-0501 Story (based on the Soul City TV
Fax: (031) 337-0002 Series). The comic forms part of an Can supply waterauo!r 1(1______ the bookWater Audit- H
ihe English Language Educatioi~al educational package including a

school can be water-wise.
rust (ELET) is a non-govemme,~tal user guide, video and the Mother
rganisation which offers trainihg, and Child Care Handbook and
ublishing anti resourcing servi~es p05ter5.

Tei: (0332) 30-3931fl the formal and non-formal
Produce low-cost water qducation sectoi:

External Education Services testing kits and bookletswater life. They are alsoP0 Box 9, Pietermaritzburg 3200
Tel: (0331) 341-1111 developing a guide to t0 Box 41, Newtown 2113 water laws and a w
Fax: (0331) 341-1084el: (011) 838-3563 booklet.
Distribute a wide variety ofax: (011) 838~538O
educational resources related to

ioduce a range of interactive
ational materials, includincj wate,: Ask them for their mail

~r’ç Place: The Secret Pool order catalogue. P0 Box 617 , Melvill________ Tel: 082-9003459
leals with watei~related
Ihe package consists of~ Fax: (011) 726-1632

Produce the Mystery o thecomic and student’s P0 Box 32351, Braamfontein 2017
River and a variety of orhet

book. Tel: (011) 403-3425 educational comicstory
lications wili be available from t~e Can provide information about the 0

e end of February 1999 we Fax: (011) 403-1260
r~maryScience Programme, P0 Bok use of the PHAST approach in
2198, Braamfontein 2017. Tel: (011) South Africa.
38•3563, Fax: (011) 838-5330.)

games, courses manu
P0 BOX 613, Auckland Park 2006 and group activities),

epartnient of Water Affafts Tel: (011) 482-4083 (conflict resolution, c
Fax: (011) 726-3633 ownership of projects, c

I Develop educational materials culture chanci~tr~ii, 14,

rivate Bag X313 I
I and specialise in research with

Pretoria 0001 I
X: (012) 338-8275 children, and training _________________
orestry
@dwaf,pwv.gov.za pro ammes.

Harriet Pe
nieya@dwaf.pwv.gov.za 119 Dundaik Avenue, ~‘

o can supply information ~n 21 Dundalk Avenue, Parkview 2193 2193
iational communication Tel: (011) 486-4685 Tel/Fax: (011) 646-0872
gy forsanitation. j Research, educational mateilals Educational consulting and

design and development (comics, materials development.
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